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Exercise 01: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate modal verb. (couldn’t - have to -
must - mustn’t - can - will - might - shouldn’t - shall - should) 05 Pts

1. It's very cold today. Do you think it might snow later? → Possibility no strong

evidence 0.5

2. The stars shall guide my path through the darkness. → poetic feeling of

determination, rather than expressing actual future action. 0.5

3. You shouldn’t leave your door unlocked when you go out. → Advice 0.5

4. Mum says we can watch TV after we've finished our homework. →

Permission based on completing a specific task. 0.5

5. This is impossible, it must be a mistake! → strong belief based on current

logic. 0.5

6. Jim couldn’t have seen me because he walked past without saying Hello. →

strong deduction based on that something did not happen in the past. 0.5

7. He should apologize for his behavior; it was very rude. → moral obligation

0.5

8. You have to take your medicine three times a day. → strong necessity or

obligation based on health reasons. 0.5

9. The brave knight promised that he will vanquish the evil dragon and save the

princess! → expresses determination in the future based on the knight's

promise. 0.5

10. We mustn’t waste any more time; the storm is approaching fast! → strong

negative obligation based on urgency 0.5



Exercise 02: Choose the right modifier. 2.5 pts

1. How much milk do we have left? (Uncountable) 0.5

2. There is little coffee in the glass. (Uncountable) 0.5

3. I don't have much time to finish this project. (Uncountable) 0.5

4. I don’t have any money. (Uncountable) 0.5

5. I’ve been to many different countries. (Countable) 0.5

Exercise 03: Answer with the right relative pronoun: 2.5 pts

1. The teacher whose class I'm taking is very knowledgeable. (Refers to the

specific teacher of the class you're taking) 0.5

2. The town where I grew up is located near the beach. (Identifies the location of

your childhood town) 0.5

3. The scientist who made this groundbreaking discovery won a Nobel Prize.

(Refers to the specific scientist responsible for the discovery) 0.5

4. The musician whose song won the award is now a household name. (Refers

to the musician's specific song that received recognition) 0.5

5. The movie that we watched last night had a surprising ending. (Identifies the

specific movie you watched) 0.5



Exercise 04: Choose the appropriate conjunction ( Since - thanks to - hence -

therefore - so much - so - out of - in order to - so many - so that ) to complete

the sentence correctly. Consider whether it is expressing purpose, cause or effect.

10 pts

1. She was meticulous in her research, Hence 0.5 her conclusions were

well-supported and convincing. → Effect 0.5

2. She packed an umbrella so that 0.5 she wouldn't get wet. → Purpose 0.5

3. The traffic was terrible, therefore 0.5 they arrived late for their meeting.

→ Effect 0.5

4. Since 0.5 childhood, she had dreamt of traveling the world. → Cause 0.5

5. We volunteered at the shelter in order to 0.5 help those in need. → Purpose

0.5

6. Thanks to 0.5 the team's collaboration, the project was completed ahead of

schedule. → Cause 0.5

7. The news was good, so 0.5 I couldn't stop smiling. → Effect 0.5

8. The sky was filled with so many 0.5 fireworks, that it looked like the stars

were falling → Effect 0.5

9. Unable to solve the problem, She yelled out of 0.5 frustration → Cause 0.5

10. The concert offered so much 0.5 energy that the audience danced all night

long. → Effect 0.5


